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The Yield Growth strategy seeks to generate both income and growth with volatility lower than that of the equity markets by 
utilizing a diverse set of asset classes (Equities, REITs, Fixed Income, Closed-End Bond Funds, etc.).  
 
Outlook and Positioning: 
2021 was an amazing year of returns for stocks, fueled by central bank liquidity, Covid medical innovations, reopening 
optimism fueling consumption, and strong corporate earnings growth. The market was able to overcome inflation shocks, a 
supply-chain crisis, labor shortages, China’s property slump, and rising interest rates amid the Fed’s increasingly restrictive 
monetary policy. Many of these challenges are still in place in the new year. We expect returns to face a more challenging 
journey than was the case during the last twelve months. 
 
Equity returns can be broken down into earnings growth, dividends, and changes in multiples.  As we look to 2022, it is 
unlikely we are going to get much return from multiple expansion.  In fact, multiples are more likely to contract as rates 
normalize, which means that dividends and cash flow growth will be central to the Yield-Growth strategy.  As growth 
normalizes and interest rates are expected to rise, we will be looking to capture more yield opportunities for the portfolio in 
2022. In the fixed income space, we look to lighten our credit exposure while maintaining a short duration bias in the portfolios.   

In risk assets, we believe we own a high-quality portfolio of dividend stocks with sustainable competitive advantages and 
balance sheet strength.  The dividends in the portfolios come from many sources: U.S. and International REITs, private credit 
through Business Development Cos., wireless infrastructure, and high-quality dividend growing stocks that are invested in 
housing, cloud, and life sciences.   We believe that owning a portfolio of high-quality companies is a way to generate attractive 
long-term returns while limiting drawdowns during market corrections. We intend to stay disciplined to the investment process 
throughout the full market cycle despite changing short-term dynamics.  

Contributors and Detractors: 
We ended the quarter on a positive note with strength coming from multiple sectors. Stocks that contributed to performance 
were Apple, Pfizer, Crown Castle, and three housing-related companies, Lowe’s, Home Depot, and Masco.  The largest 
detractors were Comcast, AIA Group, and Honeywell. We remain positive on these names as each of them offers a healthy 
dividend yield and attractive dividend growth prospects in an environment starving for growing income streams.   
 
Portfolio Activity: 
We took a starter position in Paccar.  The company is a global manufacturer of medium and heavy-duty commercial trucks. We 
think the company is positioned to increase market share as the company is refreshing its medium and heavy-duty Kenworth 
and Peterbilt trucks in North America. Paccar also has a high margin parts/replacement business, growing at a sales CAGR of 
6% over the past 15 years. Profitability for its parts business is well above the company average, making up approximately 50% 
of Paccar’s total profits. Paccar trades at 13.8x this year’s earnings per share which is at a lower end of its 10-year range. The 
dividend yield is 1.5%. We think the stock is too cheap for this well-managed, high-quality, and highly innovative industrial 
leader. The founders, the Pigott family, are estimated to own one-third of the company. 
 
We sold Blackrock Limited Duration Fund, a closed end fund investing in leveraged loans.  The fund was selling at a premium 
to net asset value (NAV), a historical anomaly based on a long-term chart.  The hunt for yield has caused the discounts to NAV 
of many closed-end funds to close.  Credit spreads, in general, have compressed in the last year and are unlikely to tighten 
further.   
 
We exited our position in BOC Aviation, an aircraft leasing company headquartered in Singapore.  We were concerned that 
impairment pressure for valuation of its aircrafts and trade receivables from its clients may continue as air travel remains 
uncertain due to the ongoing Covid pandemic.  
 
 
 
The views presented here represent the opinions of SeaBridge Investment Advisors based on analysis of publicly available information.  The opinions of other analysts based on these data may 
differ, including other analysts in SeaBridge. The conclusions of the analysis may not be realized in the future. There may be other factors which have more influence on future growth, 
economic recovery and market performance than those presented here. There may be errors in the data referenced in this analysis. Investment involves risk and past performance is not 
indicative of future performance.  This is for information only and should not be considered a solicitation or offering of any specific investment products or services.  This is not a 
recommendation to buy any security or sector.  SeaBridge may buy or sell securities for client or personal portfolios at any time in the future depending on individual circumstances or 
changes in SeaBridge’s conclusions about the outlook. There is no representation about the future performance of the stocks mentioned in the Commentary. There are other stocks in the 
portfolio that performed worse than the examples presented here.  SeaBridge’s opinion of the economic and market prospects may change in the future. There are differences among portfolios 
managed by SeaBridge in each strategy based on client-specific factors.  Not all portfolios hold the same securities. Not all stocks held in the portfolio perform similarly. SeaBridge manages 
portfolios in several styles. No part of this document is to be re‐produced without the written permission of SeaBridge Investment Advisors LLC. 


